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Abstract 
This study discusses pluralisation in English and Hausa languages. The two languages in question are 
different in many perspectives but considering the status of English language in Nigeria, there is need for its 
comparison with Hausa, an indigenous Nigerian language for pedagogical and scholastic purposes. The 
paper examines the transformation of plural nouns in English, a member of Germanic subgroup of Indo-

European languages, and Hausa, a member of Chadic subgroup of Afroasiatic languages. The work is 
underpinned by Natural Morphology theory of Dressler (1985) and Lado’s Contrastive Analysis 
Hypothesis. Data for the research were drawn from the two languages and analysed qualitatively using 
description. From the analysis, it has been identified that Hausa has much more varied ways of pluralisation 
than English. Furthermore, while English is strict in pluralisation of nouns both in isolation and in 
connected speech, Hausa is somehow loosed in using plural forms of nouns in connected speech. Hence, 
Hausa may be more difficult to learn as a second language than English as a second language. Also learners 

of Hausa as an additional language may have to struggle with many plural markers which could lead to 
wrong analogies, over generalisations and other difficulties in learning L2. Similarly, Hausa learners of 
English as a second language may transfer such pluralisation patterns in the process of learning English as a 
second language. 
Key words:  Pluralisation, transformation, connected speech, first language, second language, additional 
language, analogies, over generalizations, transfer, learning difficulty, noun.  

 

1.0 Introduction 

English is a member of Germanic 
subgroup of Indo-European language family. The 
language was originally spoken in the British 
Islands (Algeo and Pyles, 2004). With the 
expansion of British territory through 
colonisation, the language began to spread to 
other parts of the world like America and 

Australia. Also the activities of European traders, 
the British Christian missionaries and colonisers 
spread English language to all the continents of 
the world especially the former British colonial 
territories. English continued to spread to not 
only the former colonies of the Britain but also 
everywhere in the world due to factors like 

education, science and technology, politics, 
military power, diplomacy, international trading 
mass media and so on. Talking specifically about 
Nigeria, English reached the present day Nigerian 
territory in the 16th century (Awonusi, 2004). 
Following the conquest of the territory and 

establishment of colonial administration by 

Britain, English gained more ground in the 
colony. English language was first introduced in 
southern Nigeria before its introduction in 
northern Nigeria (Taiwo, 2009) because colonial 
administration and western education were first 
introduced in southern Nigeria before northern 
Nigeria. Furthermore, the two protectorates were 

administered differently. Following the 
colonisation of northern Nigeria, schools where 
English was being taught were introduced. From 
the time of amalgamation through the colonial 
period to date, so many factors had promoted the 
use of English language in Nigeria. Some of these 
factors include multilingual nature of Nigeria; 

Nigeria’s language policy; prestige associated 
with English; status of English in education; 
being English the Nigeria’s official language and 
so on. That was the beginning of contact of 
English language with Hausa language which is 
the most dominant and widely spoken language 
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in Northern Nigeria. 

Although it is widely accepted that Hausa 
language belongs to the Chadic subgroup of 
Afro-asiatic language family, there are different 
versions about the origin of Hausa language. 
Anyhow, Hausa is spoken in northern part of 
Nigeria, southern Niger Republic, some parts of 
Chad, Cameroun, Sudan and in fact all over West 

African sub-region. In fact, millions of people in 
Africa speak Hausa as their first language 
especially in West Africa (Greenberg, 1966, 
Schuh 1982). Hausa and English are different in 
terms of their origin; hence, they are different in 
their structure at all linguistic levels of analyses. 
Now that English is the Nigeria’s official 
language and that it is used side by side with 

Hausa, there is need to explore some aspects of 
differences between the two languages for 
pedagogical purposes. Thus, this study is 
embarked upon as a contrastive analysis of the 
pluralisation pattern between the two languages. 
2.0 Research Methodology 

The researchers are coincidently native 

speakers of Hausa and have some level of fluency 
in English language. The work is qualitative in 
nature. Thus, data for the research as drawn from 
the two languages were analysed qualitatively 
using description. Another method considered for 
this study is the use of relevant library materials 
such as books and other written materials. Also as 

Hausa native speakers, the authors draw some of 
the Hausa data through introspection. 
3.0 Pluralisation 

Noun is one of the open grammatical 
classes. Nouns are generally naming words. 
While some nouns are countable some are 
uncountable. The countable nouns can be 
classified as either singular or plural depending 

on number. Murthy (200, p. 16) describes number 
as “a word which indicates whether a noun is 
singular or plural”.  According to Leech and 
Svartivik (2002, p. 331) “number is a feature of 
noun…demonstrative pronoun…and personal 
pronoun…it is also shown through concord with 
singular or plural form of the verb”. Crystal 

(2006, p. 321) however explains that number in 
grammar is that aspect which contrasts 
singularity and plurality of certain word classes. 
He adds that:  

The contrasts generally correspond 

to the number of the world entities 
referred to but, linguistic 
discussion has drawn attention to 
the problems involved in 
proposing any straightforward 
one-to-one correlation. A noun, for 
example, may ‘look’ singular but 

refer to a multiplicity of entities… 
and nouns which look plural may 
refer to a single entity.  

Having seen that plural is a number, there is need 
then to explain what plural actually is. According 
to Murthy (200, p. 16) “plural number is a noun 
which denotes more than one person or thing”.    
3.1 Pluralisation in English Language  

Like every other aspect of grammar, every 
language has its own way of pluralisation. Let us 
now examine the various ways in which 
pluralisation is realised in English Language. 
Murthy (200, p. 16 – 21) has outlined the ways in 
which plurals are formed in English as follows:  

i. The commonest way in which most 

nouns form their plurals is by adding 
‘s’ to the singular. Examples are: 

(1) Singular  Plural 

table   tables 
book  books 

girl   girls 
bucket  buckets 
lion   lions 

ii. Nouns ending with ‘ch’, ‘s’, ‘ss’, ‘sh’ 
and ‘x’ form their plurals by adding 
‘es’ to the singular. Examples are: 

(2) Singular  Plural 

church  churches 
bus  buses 
grass   grasses 
brush  brushes 
box  boxes 

iii. Nouns ending with letter ‘y’ after 
consonant form their plural by 

changing the ‘y’ into ‘ies’. Examples 
are: 

(3)  Singular Plural 

country   countries 
fly   flies 
family  families 
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duty   duties 

entry  entries  

One thing to note in this form of plurals is that 
singular nouns ending in ‘y’ that follow a vowel 
letter form their plural by adding only ‘s’. 
Examples are: 
(4) Singular Plural 

day  days 
boy  boys 
toy  toys 
monkey monkeys 
donkey  donkeys 

iv. Nouns ending with ‘f’ or ‘fe’ form 
their plural by changing ‘f’ or ‘fe’ 
into ‘ves’. Examples are: 

(5)  Singular Plural 

leaf  leaves 
knife  knives 
wife  wives 
wolf  wolves 
shelf  shelves 

There are however some exceptions like belief, 
grief, hoof, chief, cliff, proof, roof, dwarf etc all 
of which form their plural by adding only ‘s’. 

v. Most nouns ending in ‘o’ form their 
plural by adding ‘es’. Examples are: 

(6)  Singular Plural 

mango  mangoes 
potato  potatoes 
hero  heroes 
tomato  tomatoes 
negro  negroes 

Here also there are some exceptions such as 
photo, piano etc which form their plurals by 
adding ‘s’. 

vi. There are nouns that form their plural 
by changing vowels. Examples are: 

(7)  Singular Plural 

tooth   teeth 
mouse  mice 
man   men 
goose   geese 
ox  oxen 

vii. Compound nouns form their plural 

by adding ‘s’ to the principal word 
which could be the first element or 
the last in the compounding. 
Examples are: 

(8)  Singular  Plural 

attorney-general   attorneys-general 
mother-in-low  mothers-in-low 

step-son  step-sons 
maid-servant  maid-servants 
head-of-department heads-of-
departments 

viii. There are some nouns that have the 
same form for singular and plural. 
Examples are: 

(9)  Singular Plural 

deer  deer  
sheep  sheep 
dozen  dozen 
swine  swine 
grouse  grouse 
 

ix. Words of Latin origin by vowel 

change. They usually follow 
pluralisation pattern of their origin. 
Examples are: 

(10)  Singular  Plural  
datum   data 
radius   radii 
medium  media 

stratum   strata 
memorandum  memoranda 
 

x. Words of Greek origin also by vowel 
change. They also usually retain 
pluralisation pattern of their origin. 
Examples are: 

(11)  Singular  Plural  

crisis   crises 
thesis   theses 
criterion   criteria 
hypothesis  hypotheses 

phenomenon  phenomena 
xi. Some nouns are always used in 

plural. Examples are: thanks, 
proceeds, scissors, goods, fetters, 
sunglasses etc. 
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xii. There are also some collective nouns 

that are always used as plural without 
the use of plural morphemes. 
Examples are: people, poultry, 
mankind, cattle, audience, public, 
police etc. 

Notes: abstract nouns and material nouns 

are usually treated as uncountable nouns, 
thus, they have no plurals. 

Leech and Svartivik (2002, p. 347-8) indicate 
that; demonstratives, personal, reflexive and 
possessive pronouns and also possessives acting 
as determiners are pluralised as follows: 

(12) 

The following table contains the singular and plural forms of the above mentioned pronouns in English.  
(13)  

Personal Pronouns 

    Subjective Case Objective Case 

 Singular Plural Singular Plural 

  

First person I We Me Us 

Second person You You You You 

Third person (masculine) He They Him Them 

           (feminine) She They Her Them 

        (non-personal) 

 

It 

 

They 

 

It 

 

Them 

 

Reflexive Pronouns 

(14)   

 Singular Plural 

First person Myself Ourselves   

Second person Yourself             Yourselves     

Third person (masculine) 
           (feminine) 
           (non-personal) 
 

Himself 
Herself 
Itself 

 

Themselves    
Themselves    
Themselves 

 
    

  

 

 

 

Demonstratives 

Singular Plural 

this These 

that 
 

Those 
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Possessive Pronouns and Possessives Acting as Determiners  

(15)  
 

 

Possessive Pronouns Possessives Acting as Determiners 

Singular Plural Singular Plural   

First person Mine Ours My Our 

Second person Your Your Your     Your 

Third person (masculine) 
           (feminine) 
        (non-personal) 
 

His 
Hers 
Its 

 

Theirs 
Theirs 
Theirs 

 

His 
Her 
Its 

 

Their 
Their 
Their 

 

     

Halliday (2014, p. 368-9) outlines the following categorisation of some determiners: 

(16)  
Singular                          Non-singular 

 Dual mass/plural 

Each/every 
 

Both 
 

all  
 

 

3.2 Pluralisation in Hausa Language 

Hausa nouns and adjectives like in many other Chadic languages are marked for singular and plural (cf. 
Skinner, 1977: 47). Nominal plurality in Hausa involves a complex morphological process. Various 
treatments of the subject matter include (Kraft and Kirk Greene, (1973, p. 121) Mukhoshy, (1978, p. 317), 
Abubakar, (2001, p. 116), Newman, (200), Jagar (2001) and Bello, (2014) among others.  

Nominal plurality is generated through three distinct morphological processes; suffixation, infixation and 
reduplication which take tonal variation into account. The complex morphological behaviour is accounted 
for by the theory of Word Formation Rules (WFRs), Aronoff, (1976) cited by Anagbogu (2011, p. 99), 
which states that ‘’new word is formed from another word through the operation of morphological devices 
termed WFRs’’. The rules operate on the base of a noun to produce a plural surface form. Consider the 
following Hausa examples: 
(17) a. [gidaa] N, Sng. ‘house’         = base 
        b. [gid] –àajee] Pl. ‘houses’        = gidàajee ‘houses’  

(18) a. [gurgùu] Adj, Sng. ‘lame person’      = base 
       b. [gur [-àa] -g [-uu]] N, Pl.      = gur-àaguu ‘lame persons’ 
(19) a. [baqii] Adj, Sng. ‘black’         = base 
        b. [baq [-àaq [-ee]] Adj, Pl.        = baqàaqee ‘blacks’ 
Examples (17-19) show noun and adjective plurality by way of suffixation, and infixation as in (18a-b) 
respectively. The data also show that the plural suffixes are all vowels initial, and replace the final vowel of 
the base. It is worth noting that Hausa monophthongs are marked both short and long (i.e V / VV). Plural 

affixation involves all the Hausa vowels (monophthong or diphthong). Numerous affixation patterns are 
identified in the literature, with the common - (VVC) VV- Structure (see Newman, (200), Jagar (2001), 
Abubakar, (2001) for details). The following tables suffice to exemplify the major plural classes:  
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3.2.1 Suffixation 

A noun can be altered from singular to plural by the addition of word-final morphemes. Consider the 
following examples: 
(20) 
Modification Pural Singular Gloss 
-aa yâar-aa yaaròo boy / boys 
-ii kàaj-ii kàazaa hen / hens 

-uu tàkàrd-uu takàrdaa paper / papers 
-ai bir-ai bir-i monkey / monkeys 
-àanu id-àa-n-uu id-òo eye / eyes 
-àaqee baq-àa-qee baqii black / blacks 
-àaree far-àa-r-ee  Farii white /whites 
-àayee zoom-àa-y-ee  zoomoo haire / haires 
-aawaa Goobir-aawaa Ba-goobir-ii native / natives of Gobir  
-ukàa raamukàa raamii hole / holes 

-unaa rig-uun-àa rìig-aa gown / gowns 
The table shows that suffixation occurs word-finally, and usually both the final vowel and tone pattern are 
altered. 
3.2.2 Infixation 

Plural can be achieved by the addition of morphemes word-intially. Consider the following examples: 
(21) 
Modification Pural Singular Gloss 

-àa- gur [-àa-] g-uu gurg-ùu lame person / lame 
persons 

-u- far [-u- ] t-aa farc-ee finger nail / finger nails 
-èe- gar [ -èe-] m-an-ii gàrm-aa plough / ploughs 
-a- as [ -àa-] k-ee ask-aa knife / knives 
-àa- tum [-àa-] k-ii tumkiyaa sheep 
-awaa- d [-awaa] k-ii dook-ii horse / horses 

-àa- kur [-àa-] t-aa kùrtuu recruit / recruits 
 -èe- tarèewaxii tarwaxaa mudfish 

    

 
   

    

It can be understood that an infix is a kind of suffix that occur within the internal structure of the base of the 

singular nominal. 
3.2.3 Reduplication 
Hausa nouns and adjectives are derived by means of a generative device termed reduplication. 
Reduplication ‘’is a process of repetition whereby the form of a prefix/ infix reflects certain phonological 
characteristics of the root’’ (Crystal, 1980, p. 107). There are two main types of reduplication; partial and 

complete. Whereas the former entails repeating part of a word, the latter involves repeating a whole word. 
the various modifications in partial reduplication can occur in initial, middle and final positions. This is 
illustrated thus: 
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(22)  
Modification Pural Singular Gloss 

1. -bb- b [-abb] -aquu 
 
bàq-ii  

 
black / blacks 

2. -rr-  taar [-urr] -ukaa tàar-oo group / groups 
3. –mm- raam [-umm] -ukàa raam-ii hole / holes 
4.-gw- gwa [gw] -àaree Gwauroo Man / men no longr 

married 
5. -bàr- da [bàr] baru dabaar-uu plan / plans 
6. -fàr- far [fàr] -uu far-ii white / whites 
7. –tt- lìitt [-àttà] -fài Littaafii book / books 

8. sùumaa soome-soome Sùumaa fainting  
9. dunqulèe dunqulèe- dunqulèe dunqulèe kneaded lump / lumps 

10. vangarèe vangarèe- vangarèe vangarèe faction / factions 

11. bindigàa bindig [-oogii] bindigàa  

12. shaaràa shàare-shàare Shaaràa  
The table shows that reduplication is a distinct phenomenon which involves geminition as a result of 
internal copying, thereby yielding a CVC-reduplication, sometimes with infixation as in example (1-3 & 7). 
Sometimes the first or second syllable is repeated as in (5-6), or the final syllable is repeated as in (11). 
Complete reduplication may or may not alter the final vowel of the base form as in (9-10 & 11).  
From the foregoing, it is understood that there are distinct nominal plural formations in Hausa, which 
exhibits a variety of affixal mechanism, which include suffixation, infixation, reduplication, and tonal 
alternation. Thus, it may not be inappropriate if one posits that nominal pluralization in Hausa is richer and 

more complex than that of English. Thus, pluralisation in Hausa may pose difficulty to a second learner, 
especially the English speaker. 
Personal Pronouns 

The Hausa pronouns can syntactically function as either subject or object pronouns. The subjective Case (or 
disjunctive pronouns) are categorised with their plural forms as follows (cf. Galadanci, 1976, p. 25): 
(23) 
 Singular Plural 

First person 
Nii (I) Muu (We) 

Second person: M 
Kai (You) Kuu (You) 

                          F 
Kee (You) Kuu (You) 

Third person:  M 
Shii (He) Suu (They) 

                         F 
                         (non-personal) 

Ita (She) 
 
’A (impersonal) 

Suu (They) 
 
’A (impersonal) 
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In the table above one can notice that in Hausa language, the plural forms in the subjective Case are distinct 

morphemes from the singular forms in spite of gender distinction in the second person markers. This is 
similar to English pattern of pluralisation of pronouns as shown in the table. It can also be observed that 
unlike in English, there is no non-personal pronoun (or neuter gender) in Hausa. With regards to personal 
pronouns in the objective Case, Yusuf, (2011, p. 12) posits the following categorisation: 
(24) 
+nà       (me)       1ST MSG/FSG   e.g Yanaa soa+nàa 
+mù      (us)        1ST PL                e.g Yanaa son+ mù 

+kà       (you)      2ND MSG)          e.g Yanaa son+ kà 
+kì        (you)      2ND FSG            e.g Yanaa son+ kì 
+kù       (you)      2ND PL               e.g Yanaa son+ kù 
+sà/shì  (him)     3RD MSG           e.g Yanaa son+ sà/shì 
+tà        3RD FSG (her)                  e.g Yanaa son+ tà 
+sù       (them)    3RD PL               e.g Yanàa so+nsù 
 
The examples above do not show significant difference except in the second person object pronoun 

markers. Where Hausa differentiate the plural morpheme from the singular forms, and English language 
does not. There is almost a one-one correspondence of personal pronouns in both English and Hausa, which 
are all assigned subjective and objective Case. However, this excludes the impersonal pronoun [’A] for 
Hausa, which is always a plural form. Therefore, one can assume that the teaching and learning of personal 
pronouns in both languages may not be difficult to the speakers of both languages.  
Reflexive Pronouns 

Reflexive Pronouns are those elements which have the same reference with the subject of a sentence. 

Yusuf, (2011, p. 18) suggests that ‘’ Reflexive Pronouns refer back to a noun or pronoun that has been 
mentioned earlier in a sentence’’. Galadanci, 1976, p. 87) and Yusuf (2011, p. 49) propose the following 
categorisation of  
Hausa Reflexive Pronouns: 

(25) 

 Singular                                    Plural 

1ST PSM  Kâinà 
(Myself) 

Kânmù (Ourselves)   

PSF Kâinà 
(Myself) 

‘’                 ‘’ 

2ND PSM Kânkà 
(Yourself) 

            Kânmù (Ourselves)     

PSF Kânkì 
(Yourself) 

            Kânkù (Your selves) 

3RD PSM Kânsà/kânshì 
(Himself) 
 

Kânsù (Themselves)  
  
 

PSF Kântà 

(herself) 

Kânsù (Themselves) 

Also in the examples above, there is no significant difference in the pluralisation of reflexive pronouns in 

both languages in spite of the fact that Hausa reflexive pronouns are marked by a single prefix [kâi-] in all 
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persons. However, there is a marked difference between English and Hausa with regards to the absence of 

non-personal reflexive pronoun in Hausa.  However, the teaching and learning of reflexive pronouns by 
speakers of both languages may be quite simple.  
Possessive Pronouns 

Galadanci, (1976) and Yusuf (2011) categorised the Hausa possessive pronouns into two broad types; long 
and short possessives. While the long possessive is marked by a pronominal element, the short possessive is 
marked by a link element. The long possessives provided in the table below suffice:  
(26) 

Singular Plural 

1ST PSM          nàawa (Mine) naamù (our) 

      PSF           nàawa (Mine) ‘’              ‘’ 

      PSF           tàawa (Mine) tàamù      ‘’ 

2ND PSM         naakà (your) naakù (your) 

       PSF:         naakì (your) ‘’             ‘’ 

                         taakà (your) taamù (our) 

                         taakì (your) taakù (your) 

3RD PSM         naasà (his) naasù (their) 

       PSF          naatà (hers) ‘’              ‘’ 

In the table above, one can notice a one-to-one correspondence between English and Hausa possessive 

pronouns in spite of the gender distinction in all person markers. Therefore, the teaching and learning of 
possessive pronouns by speakers of both languages may be so convenient. One area of difficulty is the 
concept of duality, where nouns are categorised as singular, plural, or dual. Duality is not vividly realised in 
Hausa language as it is in other languages such as English and Arabic. What obtains in Hausa however, is 
what Newman, (2000) identifies as ‘double plurals’. Examples are (cf. Newman, 2000, p. 463): 
(27) 
Singular   Plural            Dual 

Dookìi      dàwàakai       dawaakii (horses) 
Qafàa       qafaafuwà    qafàafuu (feet) 
Mijìi         mazaa            mazàjee (men) 
Double Plurals in Hausa are often regarded as alternative plural forms. 
Pluralisation in Connected Speech 

English is strict in terms of pluralisation whether a noun is in isolation or in connected speech. Hence, a 
plural noun must take the genitive morpheme that pluralises it in any situation or context. On the other 

hand, Hausa is not so strict in terms of using plural forms of nouns in connected speech. Thus, constructions 
like “Gida biyar na saya” five houses are quite possible in standard Hausa and they are grammatically 
acceptable. In this example “gida” does not have to be “gidaje”. This coincides with principle of “economy 
of representation” in Chomskian “Minimalist Syntax” because a noun does not have to take any plural 
morpheme as the number qualifying it, is enough. Thus, the principle of “redundancy in representation” 
does not apply in this case but it applies in English because whether a noun is in isolation or in connected 
speech, it requires a plural morpheme even if the number qualifying the noun is stated. Only that in English 
there are words that are always used as either singular or plural but in Hausa there are no such words. For 

example deer and sheep do not take any morpheme to become plural. 
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Pluralisation of Loan words in English and Hausa 

It has been observed that loanwords especially of Latin and Greek origin in English retain the pattern of 
pluralisation of their origin even as they are used in English whereas loanwords in Hausa, having 
naturalised, follow the Hausa pattern of pluralisation. For example words like datum, radius, medium, 
stratum, memorandum, crisis, thesis, criterion, hypothesis are all pluralised in English by changing vowel as 
obtains in Latin and Greek, the languages the words originate from.  In Hausa loan words like mota 
(motor car), mashin (machine), soja (soldier), bokiti  (bucket), fensir (pencil) etc are all pluralised in Hausa 

pattern thought they originate from English. Thus, their plural forms in Hausa are motoci (motor cars), 
mashina (machines), sojoji (soldiers), bokitai (buckets) and fensira (pencils) respectively.   

Conclusion 

To sum up it has been observed that Hausa has 
more variety of pluralisation patterns that 
English. Also English is more strict in terms of 

addition of plural morpheme to a noun in 
connected speech but in Hausa a noun in 
connected speech does not have to take any 
inflection as the number is enough for the 
construction to be grammatical. With these 
differences in mind, teachers of English as a 
second language to native Hausa speakers need to 

draw the attention of their students to these 
differences. This is because Hausa learners of 
English may transfer some patterns of 
pluralisation to English. For example the English 

equivalents of some nouns that have the form of 
singular and plural in Hausa may be used in the 
same way in English. In this regard words like 
‘sheeps’, ‘informations’, ‘advises, ‘cattles’ 
‘deers’ etc may appear in the speech or written 
English of Hausa learners of English.   
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